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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let 7t be a finite nilpotent group whose 2-Sylow subgroup has no 
subquotients isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8, R a left- 
Noetherian ring, G,(A) the Quillen K-theory [7] of the category of finitely 
generated A-modules, for any ring A. The aim of this note is to obtain a 
formula for G,(Rn) analogous to that of H. Lenstra [5] for G,(Rz), where 
Krr is the group ring. 
The main result akes the following form. The rational group algebra C&t 
is a product of simple algebras Q(p), one for each irreducible rational 
representation p : 71--t GL( V), 
where X(n) is a complete set of inequivalent irreducible rational r
tations of rc, and CI(~)EM~,,,(K,) is a full matrix algebra over a 
(that K, is a field rather than just a division algebra is guarantee 
hypothesis on the 2-Sylow subgroup of n; see Sect. 1). Denote b 
index [z: ker p]. Let Z(p) = Mncp,(Lop), a maximal Z-order in Q( 
OP denotes the ring of integers in Kp. Let Z(p) = Z(p)[ I/l p / 1, and for any 
ring A, let A (p ) = A @ Z( p ). Then the following analogue of Lenstra’s 
formula is valid. 
(0.2) -ihmREM. G,(Rnn)r @opE~(zf G,(R(a)). 
The result is also valid for G-theory with coefficients 
For = Z, this reduces to the K-theory of rings of fractions of algebraic 
integer ings: 
OOZi-8693/88 $3. 
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The idea of the proof can be summarized as follows. One first proves the 
result for 7c a p-group, where it is straightforward, using the technique of 
[ 123. This is done by defining the Lenstra functor L: M’“‘(R@ ‘m) + 
Mtor( R 0 911) on the category of finitely generated Z-torsion modules over 
ROW, where YIJ=JJP,X,,, Z(p) is a maximal Z-order in Qn contain- 
ing Zn; L is a homotopy equivalence of classifying spaces. Let 2I = 
rI ptXCrrJ Z(p), so Z3c c !III z 9[ s 03~; then L carries the homotopy fibre 
of the restriction-of-scalars m p Mtor(W) + M’yznj into the fibre of 
the extension-of-scalars map Mt0’(91t) + M’“‘(‘11), inducing a homotopy 
equivalence BQM““(Pr) + BQM’“‘(~ j. This permits the construction 
of a weak equivalence RBQM(Zn) + !ZBQM(%), and the resulting 
isomorphism of homotopy groups yields the formula (0.1) in case rt is 
a p-group. The general case then follows by induction, using an elementary 
fact about representations of nilpotent groups. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
For a ring R, M, R denotes the ring of n x n matrices over R. M(R) 
denotes the category of finitely generated R-modules, M““(R) the category 
of Z-torsion finitely generated R-modules, Q the Quillen Q-category. If
R +f S is a ring map such that S is finitely generated as an R-module, the 
restriction-of-scalars functoris denoted f* : M( 5’) -+ M(R). 
For a finite nilpotent group rr, X(P) denotes its p-Sylow subgroup. P(Z) 
denotes the set of prime divisors of the order of n, and for any subset 
SCP(~), 4S)=nIpES x(p). Since 7c is the direct product of its Sylow 
subgroups [9, Theorem 6.271, one has a decomposition rc z X(S) x X(Y), 
where S’ = P( rc) - S. For S = {R >, write simply 7c = n(p) x (p’). 
For a positive integer n, j,, always denotes a primitive nth root of unity. 
[F, is the field of p elements. 
Given two groups rr, and x2 with rational representations 
pI: rrr --t GL( I’,), p2: 7r2 + GL( I’,), let p, OpZ denote the representation of 
rc, x n, whose representation space is V, @ VZ. 
(1.1) LEMMA. Let TT be a p-group of odd order, or a 2-group having no 
subquotient isomorphic to the quaterniolz group of order 8. Then the sinaple 
factors of the semisimple algebra &pz are all full matrix algebras ouer 
cyclotomic fields obtained by adjoining p-power roots of unity to Q. 
ProoJ For the case of odd p, see [lo]. For p = 2, Ford [2] has shown 
that the hypothesis on the 2-Sylow subgroup rr(2) ensures that all its Schur 
indices are 1. 1 
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( 1.2 ) ~!MMA. Let 7c be a j%te nilpotent group whose ~-$v~ow subgroq 
has ail Schur indices equal to 1, and let p,, .i., p.v be the prime divisors 0,” 
j ~1. For 1 < i 6 IV, let p,- be an irreducible r presentution f the p,.-Sy!c?i* 
subgroup n( p, ). Then p, @ . .@ pi is an irreducible r presentatiooF? cf QZ
and al/ irwducible representations p of U&c arise i.u thk b4.a.i’. 
PVOC$ See Curtis and Reiner [I, Theorem (10.33)]. 
Thus QTZ z Rps.k,a) Q(p) = JJ piEX(n(plll..... p\Ex~n(p,~!l Q(p1 0 . . . c3 p.A 
and each Q(p,@ ... c3pl,j 2 Q(p,)@ ... @Q(p,), where Q;,o,-! =
Mqp, ;(K,,l. k’,, = Q[i,4. 
Let Z(p,) = Mn~p, (C;,), where P,,, = Z[<,:ID, I] is the ring of integers i~i 
K,,; thus Z(p,) is a maximal Z-order in Q(,o,-). 
(1.4) COROLLARY. Let pl> pz be prime divisors OS /I: 1, and pi, p2 be 
irreducibie rational representations oj” the ,Yyio~l subgroups x(p, )? n( pz 1, 
respec?tz!el~. Therz Z(p,)~)z(p,)rZ(piop2~~ 
For any ring R, let R(p) denote R@ L(g). Recall from Section 0 that I, c: i
denotes [n:kerp], Z(p)=Z(p)[l/lpI], and R(p)=ROZ(p). 
(1.5) Remark. With notation as in (1.4); it is clear tha: 
fil(p,)OR(p,)=N~,Op~) and R(P,)OR(P?-)=R(P~~P~~). 
Let I’() denote the projection Qn71. --f Q(p), so the isomorphism 
Q-npcX.(n, Q(p) is given by (v~)~: then vP carries Za into Z(f,), and the 
inclusion .&r -+ npEX.,n, Z(p) is given by (v,),,~ 
( 1.6) h~rhr~. Let II be a finite group oj‘order n, p a p.rime not a%idin,g n. 
9-R u maximal Z-order in Q?r corztairzing Lz. Then the inclusion 2% -+ 1%1 
becomes an isomorphism odule p. 
ProoJfY A well-known trace argument (see [S, (i6) in Sect. 41) shows 
that n9.R c Zz c 93; since II is a unit modulo hp, the result foiiows. 
Fcr notationai simplicity inwhat follows, when topo~Qg~ca~ ssertiocs 
are made regarding module categories and functors, it is understoo at 
these assertions hold after the functor BQ is applied. 
2. THE ~-GROUP CASE 
Let 71 be a finite p-group; if p = 2, assume further that K has SD 
subquotient isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8. ‘Write 
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Qn:=rIn,..,,, Q(P), ~1=Ilpd(.) Z(p), a maximal Z-order in Qn 
containing Zn, and ‘?l= nPExCr) Z(p). 
Let R be a left-Noetherian ring. Since each Z(p) is flat over Z(p), it is 
evident hat RO 2L is flat over R@ ‘93, so the extension-of-scalars functor 
ext: M(R@‘%lI) + M(R@ Cu) is exact. Similarly, since ‘93 is finitely 
generated as a &r-module, the map Rx -+ RO9ll induces an exact restric- 
tion-of-scalars functor es: M(R 0 9JI) + M( Rx). There are analogous exact 
functors ext:M’“‘(R@Wj-+M’“‘(R@‘U), res:M’“‘(R@!JJI)-+Mto’(R~) 
on the categories oftorsion modules. Since R@llJZ z R@I’&,.,,,, Z(p) z 
rI PtXin) R(P), one can replace WRO’W by JIIIpeXcx) WNp)). 
Letting R, denote RO F,, the devissage theorem ( [7, Sect. 21) permits 
one to replace M”‘(RO %I), M’O’(Rrc), and M’“‘(R@ ‘3) by 
LI, M( R, 0 ‘JJZ), LI, M( R,n), and II, M( R, 0 VI), respectively, up to 
canonical homotopy equivalences. 
Let C denote the Z-algebra structure map Z + Z7r as well as the induced 
maps F, + F,Tc, R -+ Rx, R, + R,z, etc.; similarly, let i denote the 
structure map Z + 9JI, as well as IF,, --, F, 0 ‘9X, R, + R, @ !JJl, etc. Let i, 
denote the maps Z -+ Z(p), R--f R(p), R, + R,(p); thus 
commutes. 
Define a functor B: nP E XCrr) M(R,(p)j+M(R,) by (M,p)t+-*t’,*M; here 
(kf, p) denotes the vector (0, .. . . 0, M, 0, . . . . O)E~,~,,,~ M(R,(p)) with M 
in the p th component, t’p :R, + R,(p) is the structure map, and the implied 
addition is by direct sum. Thus 9 = C, ip*. 
(2.1) LEMMA. The structure map 2 : R, -+ Rpx induces a homotopy 
equivalence l?* such that 
BQM(R,@W)+ BQWRpd 
BQWR,b)) I K?M(RJ 
PEX(n) & ip= 69 
commutes; thus resp can be replaced, up to a canonical homotopy equivalence, 
by 3. 
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Next, define 8: J&EX.(X) M(R,(pj) -M(R,) by 
(-M,P)-, f 
i 
if p= 1, the trivial representation, 
otherwise. 
(Note that for the trivial representation p = 1: R,(p) = R,.) 
(2.2) Lmfm. The diagram 
K?M(R, 0 ‘m 1 
extp 
- BQM(R,@%) 
comrnures; thus one can replace xt, hJ7 6. 
The proofs of (2.1) and (2.2j are identical tothose of (2.3 jand (2.4) of 
iQ1. 
Define the Lenstra functor L: M(R@ YJIj + M: (R @ ‘3.332) (viathe usual 
identification M(R@‘%JIj?~6~.,Y,., M(R(p))) by 
Again, the implied addition is by direct sum componentwise. The same 
formula gives functors L : M’“‘( R 0 $93) --f M’“‘(R 8 ‘32 j, 
(2.3 ) LEMMA. The Lenstra fhwtors are honzotopy equtiaiences. 
Prooj This will be shown for M( R @I 93); the other cases are identicaI. 
Let X(71) = {p,, . . . . P.~}, where p, = 1, the trivial representation. By the 
theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead, it suffices to show- that I. is a weak 
equivalence, since BQM(R @ W) is a CW complex. 
~JSQM(R@+YJl))= @;“, n,(BQM(R(p,)j, the map L is 
matrix 
and hence is an isomorphism. 1 
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(2.4) LEMMA. There is a homotop}’ equivalence II: M’“‘( Rrc) +
Mtor( R 0 ?I) such that 
M’“‘(R@‘JJ)- L M’“‘(R@9l) 
rcPr 
I 
e&Or 
i 
Mtor(Rn) i Mt”‘(R@%) 
commutes. 
ProoJ: By devissage, itsuffices to define quivalences A,: M(R,n) + 
M(R,@‘U) such that 
M(R@Jl)~ M(R,O’JJZ) 
I 
resq 
! 
extq 
MU@) i, M(R,@I) 
commutes, for each prime q. For q #p, this is trivial, since res, is an 
isomorphism by (1.6), and ext, is an isomorphism since ff ,(p) = E,(p) for 
each p E X(z) (for p= 1 this is obvious; otherwise 1 p1 is a power of p, so it 
is already a unit modulo q). Thus it suffices to treat he case q = p. By (2.1) 
and (2.2), the above diagram can be replaced up to a canonical homotopy 
equivalence by
n M(R,(P)) A n WR,(d) PEX(A) 
i 
d PEX(7t) 
I 
8 
W&J 4 ’ M(R,) 
One can simply take ;1,=id: for if p#l, then 8oL(111,p)=&(M,p)+ 
F(i,*M, l)=;,*M=W(M,p), while if p= 1, then &~L(M, 1)=8(&f, l)= 
M= d(M, 1); thus the diagram commutes. 1 
Remark. The diagram of (2.4) actually commutes strictly, b  a diagram 
chase as in [ 121; the identification BQM(R,@!ll) = BQM(R,) in (2.2) has 
a strict inverse, and this is the only homotopy equivalence which need be 
inverted in the argument. 
One now obtains 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. There is a w,eak equivalence 
A : CH?QM( Rx) + SZBQM( R @ ?I). 
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P~oq~I Identical tothat of (2.7) of [12]. 
Theorem (0.2) is now evident, for rc a p-group, since A induces 
an isomorphism G,,(k) = rc,,(QBQM(Rz)j z ~,~(~~~~~~~~ 0 VI)) = 
G,,IR@~U)~ Operi.,nl G,,(R(P)I. 
Remarks. (i) The theorem is valid for G-theory with coefficients, since a
co-Moore space is a CW-complex. 
(ii) This argument, as in [ 121, is the topological nafogue of 
Censtra’s observation that the automorphism E of G,(!!.R) carries the kernel 
of the surjection G,(9JI) + GO(&) (the “Heller-Reiner” relations-see [7, 
(19) in Sect. 61) isomorphically to the kernel of the surjection 
G,(9.R) -+G,(% J. inducing thereby an isomorphism G,(ZX) + GO(%) = 
B,lt:Ylnl G,(Z(p)) on quotients. 
3. THE GENERAL CASE 
Let 71 be a finite nilpotent group having no quaternion 2-group sub- 
quotients, R a left-Noetherian ring. Let P(z) = {p,, p2, :.., p ,,)‘ Referring to
the notaticn of 1, note that R~~~RO~~ROZn(p:,)~~~jpljg 
Rz(p~)[~(p,)], the group ring of the p,-Sylow subgroup z(pi) over the 
coefficient ring S, = Rr(p;). By the result for p-groups, G,jR;s) =
G*(S,dPl))~ Op,tX.~K,P,~I G (S,(p,)).ButS,(p,)=R~(pl)OZ(p,)~ 
R(p,) 0 zh(p;j = R(p,) 0 ~~({P,,P,}‘~ 622 WPZ) g Jf(Pl> 
rr((pI,pz)‘)[z(p2)], the group ring of x(pz) over S,=R(pJ d{p,,p2j’l. 
Thus by the result for p-groups, G,(Si(pl)) = G*(S2r(p2)) =
Gl)PZE.f,?T,p2it G,(S~(P,)) = OP:antp:,) G,(R(p,? dip:, PZ!‘) @ 
Z(Pz)i = O,QE.Y(n,p?!) G,(R(P,OP,) d~l,_i)zl’H= 
Proceeding inductively, G*(Rz) 2 @ p,E X,rr,P,,! ‘. @P,VE:r.(liipVi) 
G,(R(p, @ . ..@P.~)). By (1.2), this can be rewritten as G,(k)2 
@pt,Y(X, G,(R(p)), so (0.2) is proved. Finahy, note that in case R = E, the 
Morita equivalence of Z(p) = IV,,,,~(L~~[~:IQ]) with c$[l/p]. which is 
regular, yields (0.3 ). 
COROLLARY. .SG,,(Zn) = 0. 
Proof. Identical tothat of Corollary (3.4) of 1121, 
Ref??Qrk. Although reduction to the p-group case highlights he concep- 
tual simphcity of the proof, the exposition here leaves the nature of the 
isomorphism somewhat obscure. For completeness, the map will be made 
explicit. 
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Given a subset S s P( rc), define p(S) as follows. Ifp = p r @ . . . @ p N with 
each p; E X(rr(~~)), set p(S) = ~~0.. . @c,,,, where 
if pigs, 
if pi+& 
There is a natural map 
aP(s)) ’ Z(P) 
II II 
Z(a, 0.. . Q ON) ~(Plo~~~op,) 
II II 
~(~,)Q~~~Q~(~.V) ~(Pl)O~~~O~(P,) 
defined by i,=i,@...Qi,, where ij: Z(crj) -+Z(p,) is the structure map 
Z -+ Z(p,) if pi $ S and the identity map if pie S. Let i, also denote the 
induced map R(p(S)) -+ R(p). Define L: M(R@VJI) + M(R@W) via 
the identification M(R@%X)z&..,,, M(R(p)) by L(M, P)=&~~(~, 
(;zM, p(S)), where P(p)= (p,~ P(rc): p,# l}. A more careful analysis of 
the maps res,: M(R,@‘JJZ) -+ m(R,n) and ext,: M(R,@!!JI) + M(R,@%) 
provides analogues of (2.1) and (2.2), and one shows as before that L is a 
homotopy equivalence, and that there is an equivalence ?,: Mfor(Rrr) + 
Mtor(R @ Iu) rendering the diagram of (2.4) commutative. 
The remainder of the argument is identical tothe above; see [12] for 
further details. 
The poset of representations of a p-group has the very simple structure 
with each representation c mparable only to the trivial representation, and 
this accounts for the simplicity ofthe definition ofL in the p-group case. 
The poset of representations f a nilpotent group is a product of such 
posets, one for each p-Sylow subgroup; this more complicated poset 
structure sults inmore bookkeeping work, as in [ 121. 
Finally, note that (0.2) reduces to the calculations f Miyamoto [6] for 
GO(Rn) and Keating [4] for G,(Rn) in case of nilpotent 7~; for details on
the latter, see [ 111. 
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